
The remaining chapters are devoted @othe severalorgan sys
tems, and in addition there are chapters on radioimmunoassay and
unsealed source therapy. For each organ system the text provides
sections on the appropriate instrumentation and radiopharma
ceuticals, patient preparation, and the techniques and procedures
for each examination. These chapters are well illustrated with
planar images, and for several organ systems there are also sin
gle-emissiontomographic illustrations. Interpretation of images
relative to specificdiseaseswith correlative pathology is provided
in an unusually clear manner, demonstrating the usefulness of
nuclear medicine, but also pointing out the limitations of these
procedures.When appropriate the authors supply informationon
the role of other imaging modalities pertinent to the particular
organ system. At the end of each chapter sources for further
reading are provided, and an appendix of a glossary of words has
been included. Both of theseadditions are very helpful to those
becomingacquainted with nuclear medicine.

For the postgraduate physicianjust beginning training in nu
clear medicine, the basic scientist who desires an overview of the
clinical aspects, and the nonnuclear physician seeking an under
standing ofthe usefulness ofdiagnostic nuclear medicine, this text
will be an excellent asset to his library.

FRANK H. DELAND

Universityof Kentucky and
Veterans Administration

Medical Center

YEARBOOKOFNUCLEARMEDICINE,1980.J. L.Quinn,Ill,Ed.
Chicago/London, Year Book Medical Publishers, Inc., 1980, 335
pp, illustrated, $38.95

This book represents the fifteenth and last in a series of annual
volumes of journal article condensations edited by the late Jim
Quinn. Each year we looked forward to receiving the new issue,
which revieweda wide spectrum ofclinical nuclear medicine an
tides reported in both domestic and foreign journals during the
prior year. The three or four paragraphsdevotedto eacharticle,
often accompaniedby a significant illustration or table, provided
the reader with more information than a simple abstract and was
a stimulus to seek out an original article that might otherwise have
been overlooked. This series is of particular interest to the clinician
who might read only a few imaging journals, but who also wants
to be aware of articles related to nuclear medicine that appeared

in the journals of other specialties.
This volume is no exception to its predecessors, for the articles

selectedare representativeof thosepublished the previousyear.
The condensationsareclearandconveythe meaningof theoriginal
article. Most of the condensationsareaccompaniedby Jim's pithy,
and often humorous,editorial comments.With only a modestin
vestment in time, the Year Book provides the reader with an
overview of the current status of the field of clinical nuclear
medicine.

The series continues with other editors who will, no doubt,
maintain the high level ofquality set by Dr. Quinn. The first fifteen
volumes, however, are a significant part ofthe legacy left to nuclear
medicinebyhim.

ROBERT HENRY

VA Medical Center
Tucson, Arizona

NUCLEARMEDICINE:ANINTRODUCTORYTEXT.P.J. ElI,E.S.
Williams. London/Boston,Blackwell Scientific Publications,1981,
208 pp. illustrated, $39.50

As noted in the foreword by Professor R. E. Steiner, the authors
â€œpresentan overview of the current application of nuclear medicine
to clinical practice. They assess the limitations of the various
studies and above all put nuclear medicine into perspective in the
practiceof modernclinical medicine.â€•This is a very practical book
for the working physicianand radiologist in that the authors have
not tried to coverthe field in its entirety but haveresortedto a more
pragmaticapproachthat isalsoorientedasan introduction to those
not yet well acquainted with the field and its underlying princi
pies.

Of the I 5 chapters, three are devotedto the basicsciences:in
strumentation, radiopharmaceuticals, and radiation safety. Each
of these chapters is clear, succinct, and sufficiently illustrated for
ready comprehensionby the novice.The authors havebeensuc
cessful in describing a particular subject in terms that can be
assimilated and mentally visualized, without resorting to the use
of esotericphysicsor mathematics.Although the readerwill attain
an essentially nontechnical perspective of these subjects, he does
receivean overview that makessubsequentreading and assimila
tion of greater value.

Lexington, Kentucky

REAL-TIMEMEDICALIMAGEPROCESSING.M.Onoe,K. Pres
ton, Jr., A.Rosenfeld.NewYork/London,PlenumPress, 1980, 244
pp.illustrated,$35.00

This book consistsof a seriesof paperspresentedin I 978 at a
Japan-UnitedStatesseminaron researchdirectedtowardreal
time parallel imageanalysisand recognition that deal with high
speed digital processing techniques intended to be used in spe
cialized medical imaging applications whereconventional stored
program computers cannot provide the required level of perfor
mance. Topics of interest in radiologic imaging include general
purpose image digitization processingand display (Kaminuma,
Tanaka), cellular computers (Sternberg), high-speed CT tech
niques(Gilbert, Tateno, Wani), analysisofthe electrocardiogram
(Kwahara, et al.), automatic detection of nodules in chest ra
diographs (Sklansky et al.), and analysis of dynamic images
(Tsuji).

In the three years since these papers were first presented, several
topics continue to be of widespread interest, notably the Mayo
Clinic real-time CT project and the notion of using cellular ato
mata to analyzepictorial d@ita.Othersarestill in preliminary stages
ofdevelopment or have not fulfilled their early promise of practical
utility. Absent from this collection is a discussion of the rapidly
developingwork on real-time processingof fluoroscopicimages,
particularly as applied to venousangiography. This omission is
unfortunate because of the simplicity of the required computing
hardware and the wideclassof radiologicproceduresto whichthe
technique can be successfully applied.
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